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ABSTRACT 

ijmjxj*inn Ijiu. I Inin in inn Biimiinit îirn-0) 

This document is intended as an introduction to the 

study of radiative transfer and hydrodynamics in the high 

temperature ( > 10,000oK) regime. Most of the basic 

references on radiative transfer are oriented to astro¬ 

physics. It is always difficult for workers in other 

areas of research to cull from this literature those as¬ 

pects of the subject relevant to their own interests. 

The purpose of this document is to present the basic 

principles of radiation gas dynamics from the point of 

view of weapons physics. 

The first chapter is concerned with the radiation 

field alone. The transfer equation is derived in its 

various forms, and the general formulation of radiant 

energy transfer in materials is discussed. The second 

chapter describes the various mechanisms by which the 

radiation field interacts with a material medium. This 

section, therefore, provides an introduction to the 

general problem of opacities. The third chapter presents 

the basic theory of hydrodynamics and the influence of 

radiation fields on fluid motion. 

These chapters cover the three fundamental aspects 

of the subject: the state of the radiation field, the 

radiation-material interaction,.and the motion of the 

material. 
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Chapter I The Radiation Field 

1. Description of the Radiation Field 

Consider a radiation field that results from any 

arbitrary distribution of sources. The field is described 

(except for polarization) by the monochromatic specific 

intensity, 

Iv(x,u,t), (1-1) 

which gives the distribution of radiant energy in 

position X, direction y, and frequency v, at time t. 

The intensity is so defined that the radiant energy in 

the frequency interval (v,dv) which passes through the 

surface element dî in time dt into the element of solid 

angle1 dß about the direction y is given by 

dWv = Iv(x,y,t) cos a dA dñ dv dt. (1-2) 

The cos a term enters because dA' * dA cos a is the pro- 

^The solid angle subtended by an area 1 from a point P 
is defined as the projection of that area on a unit sphere 
centered at P: fl * A cos a/R , where R is the distance 
from P to A, and a is the angle between A and R (see 
Pig. 1-2). The unit of solid angle is the steradian, a 
dimensionless quantity, and ñ always lies in the range 
-4ir i. fl <. 4ir. Since A points outward from a curved sur¬ 
face, fl < 0 when P is outside the surface. The element of 
solid angle dfl is given by dfl ■ sin 6 d6 d<J>, which is the 
element of area on a sphere of unit radius expressed in 
spherical coordinates. 

1 



FIG. 1-1 FIG. 1-2 



jection of ûl in the direction of the beam, y (see Fig. 1-1). 

If the intensity is expressed in rectangular co¬ 

ordinates, it has the general form 

IV(x,y,t) » Iv(x1x2x3iy1y2y3jt), 

where (y^y2y3) are the set of direction cosines of the unit 

vector y with respect to the (x^XgX^) axes as shown in 

Fig. 1-3. The radiation field is said to be ieotropio if 

the intensity is independent of direction and homogeneous 

if tne intensity is independent of position. The frequency 

integrated intensity. 

I(x,y,t ) Iv(x,y,t)dv, 

gives the total radiant energy of all frequencies that 

passes through dl into dß in time dt. 

Three quantities of immediate physical interest are 

the energy density, the energy flux vector, and the radia¬ 

tion pressure tensor. These quantities are obtained directly 

from Iv by virtue of the definition of intensity. 

The energy density Ev(x,t) is the amount of radiant 

energy per unit volume in the frequency interval (v,dv) 

that is in transit at time t in the neighborhood of the 

point X. The energy density is given in terms of the 

^The derivation of these quantities in terms of Iv is 
given by Chandrasekhar (1939), Chapter V, and by Pai 
(1966), Chapter II. 

- 3 - 
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intensity by 

(1-3) 

The frequency integrated energy 
3 

and has the units of ergs/cm . 

density is E(x,t) * Evdv 

o 

The components of the energy flux vector FjV(x,t) 

give the net amount of radiant energy in the frequency 

interval (v,dv) that crosses a unit area perpendicular to 

each of the coordinate axes Xj per unit time. The flux is 

given in terms of the intensity by 

(1-4) 

The frequency integrated flux is given by Fj(x,t) ÍOO 2 

Fj'dv with the units of ergs/cm /seccc. 

0 It is known from the quantum theory of radiation 

that a photon of energy hv carries momentum equal to hv/c. 

Any arbitrary radiation field, therefore, transports momen¬ 

tum, and since force is the time rate of change of momentum, 

the field will exert pressure on any absorbing surface 

emersed in it. 

The flux vector gives the rate at which a bouXuv 

quantity (energy) is transported across a unit area. In 

the case of pressure, one calculates the rate at which a 

vector quantity (momentum) is transported across a unit area 

Pressure must , therefore, be represented as a second rank 

tensor. The pressure tensor in the 

frequency range (v,dv) is given in terms of the intensity by 



(1-5) Pjk(x,t) = ¿|lv(x,u,t)yjyk dß. 

The frequency Integrated pressure tensor Is Pjk(x,t) 

Í P^. dv and has the units of energy density. It is 

clear from (1-5) that the pressure tensor Is symmetrical. 

V = pkr 
The mean pressure P Is defined as 

P(x,t) = ^Pn+P22+P33)- 

For an Isotropic radiation field. 

POO 
0 P 0 
OOP 

P = 1e. 

For radiation traveling as a plane wave along the x-j^ axis, 

POO 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

P = E. 

The net force on any body in the radiation field is given 

in terms of Pjk and depends on the relative rates of 

absorption and emission of radiation by the body. The 

mechanical force exerted by radiation will be considered 

further in Chapter III. 

'P., is the Maxwell stress tensor for the radiation field 

as described by Panofsky and Phillips (1955)» article 6-6. 

- 5 - 
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we have Note that in constructing Ev, Fj, 

formed a series of tensors of increasing rank from the 

mean values of products of the direction cosines. This 

procedure can be extended to quantities of higher rank, 

but these are of less significance physically. 

§2. Radiative Transfer in a Material Medium 

A radiation field in transit through a material 

medium interacts with the medium by means of three 

different processes: absorption, emission, and scat¬ 

tering. 

Consider a small cylindrical volume of cross 

section dA and length ds in the direction y, as shown 

in Fig. 2-1. The amount of radiation absorbed by the 
4 

material within the cylindrical region is given by 

dIv(absorbed) ■ -Ivoavds, (2-1) 

where o v is called the absorption ooeffioient and has 
a 

the units of cm-1. The amount of radiation emitted into 

the beam from the material in the cylinder is 

dlv(emitted) ■ Jv ds, (2-2) 

where Jv is the emission source function. Both aav and 

Jv depend on the nature of the material and on its thermo 

4The law of linear absorption is called Lambert's law 
and has been verified experimentally in most situations 
of practical interest. A mechanism contributing to non¬ 
linear absorption is the scattering of light by light. 

- 6 - 
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dynamic state. The nature or the emission source function 

is discussed in article 4. 

As shown in Fig. (2-1), radiation in the cylindrical 

region will be affected both by scattering out of the 

cylinder and 'by scattering- of radiatiòn from other direc¬ 

tions into the direction The amount of radiation 

scattered out of the beam through interaction with material 

in the cylinder is 

dlv(scattering out) * -Ivosvds, (2-3) 

where a v is the eoattering ooeffiaient. The radiation 
s 

scattered into the beam is given by 

dlv(scattering in) * Svds> (2-4) 

where Sv is the eoattering eouroe function. 

There are a number of different scattering mechanisms. 

For any mechanism, however, osv depends on the state of 

the material, and depends on the distribution of the 

radiation field in direction and frequency. The nature of 

the scattering source function is discussed in 15. 

The scattering and absorption coefficients are deter¬ 

mined by the cross sections for the interaction of a 

photon with an individual atom or scattering center. An 

absorption coefficient can be expressed in two forms, 

2 
„V -1 
o cm 

.vcm" v « atoms 
a âî35 x N 

V cm. 
* gm 

avcm X N.atoms, 
a atom gm 

- 8 - 
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where av is the interaction cross section. The maea 

absorption ooeffiaient kv is related to ov by 

V 
o * p* , 

where p is the mass density. The forms for the cross 

sections av are discussed in Chapter II. 

The absorption coefficient in the form a has an 

important statistical interpretation. The probability 

that a photon will be absorbed (or scattered) in any 

infinitesimal element of its path ds is 

P ■ ods. 

The mean free path \ is the distance that a photon travels 

on the average before being absorbed (or scattered) and is 

given by 

X = a-1 cm. (2-6) 

In a homogeneous medium, (2-1) leads to an exponential 

law of decay, 

N ■ N0e"as. 

That is to say, a large number of photons NQ will be 

reduced by absorption to NQ/e after traveling a distance 

equal to the mean free path X. 

The net transfer of radiation is obtained by adding 

the contributions of all the processes that enter into 

the interaction between the radiation field and the trans¬ 

port medium. The net change in the intensity in any 

direction y is 



or (2-7) 

The equation (2-7) is the equation of transfer for the 

intensity Iv(x,v»t), and when expressed in this form, 

the equation is valid in any coordinate system. 

§3. Differential and Integral Forme of the Transfer Equation 

In order to obtain the equation of transfer in a 

particular coordinate system, it is necessary to express 

dl/ds in terms of the coordinates chosen. For example, 

consider the case of rectangular coordinates as shown in 

Fig. 3-1. The change in the intensity along the path y is 

d tV, H . 3IU dt . T 3Iy dx, . • ai'' dü< 
- 3Ï- 3s + J 55J as* + J ÎÜJ 3T- 

The velocity of light is ds/dt * c, and from the geometry, 

we see that 

In rectangular coordinates, the transfer equation takes 

the form 

The transfer equation in other coordinates is obtained 

similarly. Note that dyj/ds * 0 in general. 

10 



The intensity Iv(x,y»t) is a function of 8 variables, 

and unless some simplification is possible, the equation 

of transfer will be intractable. It is usually possible 

to restrict the problem at hand to some geometrical con¬ 

figuration with one- or two-dimensional symmetry. The 

most commonly encountered case of two-dimensional symmetry 

is the finite cylindrical geometry of Fig. 3-2. Three 

important cases of one-dimensional symmetry are plane (or 

slab) geometry, spherical geometry, and cylindrical geom¬ 

etry, as shown in Fig. 3-3. The slab extends indefinitely 

in the y and a directions, and the cylinder is infinite 

along the a axis. In all cases, the transport medium must 

be uniform except along one direction (x or r.) 

The transfer equation assumes its simplest form in 

slab geometry. From (3-1), we have 

!£ + <*aV+OlV Jv + Sv (3-2) 

Spherical geometry is slightly more complicated. The 

derivative of Iv along the path is 

d Tv, ., 3IV dt . 3IV 
HI1 “ ds Tr” ds + 3Ü 

3IV dr 3IV d 

where ds/dt * c as before. From Fig. 3-3, we see that 

dr ° yds, and since L ** r/^_y2 = const., differentiation 

gives 

_ 5¾ = 0, 
’'i-V2 

or 
(l-u‘) . 

r 

11 
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PIGV 3-1 Three- 
Dimensional Geometry 

FIG. 3-3 One-Dimensional 
Geometries 

PIG. 3-2 Two-Dimensional 
Geometry 

(b) Spherical geometry 

(c) Cylindrical geometry 



The equation of transfer in spherical geometry takes the 

form 

». i 

1 3IV . aiv . (l-u¿) 3IV . / V. vwv 
c 3tT + V— + ”1^” 3ÏT + (ca +as }I Jv + Sv. 

(3-3) 

The equation in cylindrical geometry is found similarly 

to be 

i atv 
i + sin<|) 3IV . (1-u2) 3IVI 

r 3p J + (^aV+0sV)lV 3r 

Jv + Sv. (3-4) 

The finite cylindrical geometry of Fig. 3-2 is 

similar in all respects to the one-dimensional case, ex¬ 

cept that the variation in a must be included. The 

intensity is of the form I^(r,a,y,^,t) and the equation 

of transfer is 

1 3IV . _J_J..3IV . (1-u2) 3IV1 
c — + + ——J 

31' 
+ cosij) ^ + ^CTaV^asV^V 

JV + SV. (3-5) 

The equations of transfer in various geometries are 

collected for reference in TABLE I. 

The equation of transfer in the form (2-7) can be 

integrated directly. If we multiply by the integrating 

factor exp(jo^ds"), (2-7) becomes , 

Q 

) *<jV + sVP 
o^ds 

Q 

V _ V._ V 
where a. * (o_ +o ). This equation can be integrated 

1/ cl S 

from the point Q to any point s along a ray. 

- 13 - 
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s 

Q 
d(Ive 

a^ds" 
s 

Í ) = )(Jv+Sv)e ^ ds», 

ÎaYds” 

givdng ? vds„ 

IV(s) -IV(Q) 

s 
ratdsM 

(Jv+Sv) e® ds'. 

Dividing by the exponential term, we get 

_?oVds" 
Iv(s) - IV(Q) eí ‘ + 

3.. 3 

(Jv+Sv)e 

which reduces to 

IV(s) 
V ■¿atds" f V V -X.dtds" 

I (Q) e ^ t + 1(Jv+Sv) e * * ds’. 

(3-6) 

This expression can be simplified by introducing the 

o'ptiçat depth Tv defined by 

tv(Q,s) = Ja^ds". 

*Q 

(3-7) 

In terms of the optical depth, the transfer equation in 

integral form becomes 

IV(S) - J8(JV«',)e-TV(s'-i>ds’. 

(3 (3-8) 

The equation (3-8) can be interpreted physically with the 

aid of Fig. 3-1*. The intensity at the point s is given 

by the sum of two terms. The first term is the original 

intensity of the beam at Q attenuated by absorption over 

the distance s to Q. The second term gives the contri- 

- 14 
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TABLE I 

Different Forma of the Equation of Transfer 

In the plane geometry of Fig. 3-3 (a): 

+ ^Ir+ (0a+0s)lV -jV + sV 

In the spherical geometry of Fig. 3-3 (*>)*• 

1 «I + + |i- + (oX)Iv - 
u“ + r 3v as 

In the cylindrical geometry of Fig. 3-3 (c). 

i ^ if] * '•>;>*• 

Jv + SV 

Jv + SV 

4. In the finite cylindrical geometry of Fig. 3-2: 

1 |f ♦ siriyff ♦ |f] + lí + 
(a^)IV - JV + S' 

a s' 

In the rectangular coordinates of Fig. 3-1* 

Hf • ; », S] * ‘W 
6. In any coordinate system: 

|f. «.X)iv - jv 

7. In integral form: 

Jv + Sv 

integrai xorm. s ^ 

1^(,, - I-(Q)eV(Q*s) A (jV+SV)e~T (s!8,d.- 

JQ 

- 16 - 



bution to the intensity due to emission and scattering 

into the beam from each element ds' between Q and s. 

The radiation originating-in each element ds' must be 

attenuated exponentially in traveling from s' to s. 

Note that (3-8) is not a eolation to the transfer 

problem, it is merely the transfer equation expressed 

in integral form. In general, the emission function 

and absorption coefficient depend on the past history 

of the radiation field. They are, therefore, unknown 

until (2-15) is solved for Iv. Moreover, Iv enters 

into the scattering term directly. Only when aa and 

Jv are independent of the radiation field, and there 

is no scattering, can (3-8) be considered as a solu¬ 

tion to the transfer problem. 

§4. Looal Thermodynamio Equilibrium 

Consider the radiation field that exists in the 

interior of an isothermal enclosure. Let the enclosure 

be filled with a uniform isotropic medium which inter¬ 

acts with the radiation through emission and absorption. 

We assume for the moment that scattering is negligible. 

Under these conditions, the radiation field is uniform 

in the cavity, and the equation of transfer (2-7) becomes 

rV „VTV 
V * 

(4-1) 

The expression (4-1) is a statement of Kirohhoff'e law 

of radiation: The ratio of the emission and absorption 

coefficients in an isothermal enclosure is equal to the 

specific intensity of the radiation. It can be shown 

- 17 - 
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also that in an Isothermal enclosure, the specific 

intensity depends only on the temperature and not on 

the nature of the medium.5 This particular radiation 

field is called blaok body radiation and is dunoted by 

the symbol BV(T), 

The determination of the form of BV(T) led to the devel¬ 

opment of the quantum theory. The history of the early 

investigations of the radiation law is given by Planck 

(1959). Quantum theory gives for B (T), 

BV(T) 
2 (hv)3 

727? rhvTHCT 
(4-3) 

The expression (4-3) is known as the Vlanok function, 

where h * 6.6252‘10“27 erg-sec is Planck's constant, 

k » l.3804*10“16 erg/°K is Boltzmann's constant, and 

c ■ 2.9979*10^ cm/sec is the velocity of light. 

The Planck function is conveniently expressed in the form 

BV(T) » -4-7 OcT)3 f(0. 
h c (4-4) 

where f^) B 

The scaled distribution fU) is plotted in iig. 4-1. The 

maximum of the curve is given by df/dÇ - 0, and occurs 

where 

^For the proof, see Chandrasekhar (1939), P* 201, 



Çw = ^.2.621^. (4-5) 

This expression gives the frequency vm for which the 

intensity is maximum at a given temperature. Wein's 

law (4-5) is usually expressed in the form 

X T = 0.28979 cm-°K, 
m 

where X * c/v is the wavelength at maximum intensity, 
m m 

The frequency integrated black body intensity is 

given by 

,3 

Bl,r> “ dv 

't“ f* E3 2k 

h^c 

The integration can be performed by expanding the 

denominator with the binomial theorem, 

B(T) 
2k‘lT11 I ç^e“^(l+e“^+e"2^+...)dÇ, 

and integrating term by term, 

B(T) B Pc^” 6(1 + + + 
2TT1|k4 t4 

* 15h3c2 * 

The energy density in the radiation field is 

(4-6) 

- 19 - 
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The coefficient, a, occuring in (^-6) is called the 

radiation constant. This constant is related to the 
C 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a, by a * ^o/c. The energy 

density can be expressed in either of the two forms 

E ■ aT 

(4-7) 

a * 7.5634*10"15erg/cm3/°K4, 

a = 5.6686’KT5 erg/cm^/sec/0Kli. 

where 

and 

In most problems of radiative transfer, the thermo¬ 

dynamic state of the material can be described by a 

temperature that varies from point to point. This will 

be the case when the relative population of the allowed 

energy states of free and bound electrons is given by 

7 
Boltzmann's law : 

n(El) «1 (Ep-EiJ/kT 
n(E2) “ g¡ 6 (4-8) 

In this expression, n(E) is the number of electrons in a 

state of energy E, g is the statistical weight (degeneracy) 

of the state, and T is the temperature of the material in 

a small region about the point in question. The material 

-- 

The symbol o is standard notation for both the Stefan- 
Boltzmann constant and the absorption coefficient. In this 
work, o will seldom appear as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

^For a discussion of thermal equilibrium in a quantum 
system, see Richtmyer, Kennard, and Lauritsen (1955), 
article 88. 
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can be described by a temperature according to (4-9) 

as long as the time scale for energy exchange between 

the different levels by collisions is small compared to 

the time scale for changes in the external radiation 

sources. 

A material that can be described by a temperature 

at any point is said to be in Local Thermodynamic 

Equilibrium (LTE). The emission-source function for 

LTE is 

aV(T). 
Cl 

The conditions under which LTE breaks down are 

discussed by Sampson (1963). 

It is sometimes convenient to define an effective 

temperature for a non-thermal source, when the emission 

function does not differ much from (4-10). If the non- 
2 

thermal source emits energy at the rate R ergs/cm /sec, 

the effective temperature is defined by 

(4-10) 

R « ^acTg (4-11) 

Two nonthermal radiation sources of considerable 

importance are bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. 

The emission function for bremsstrahlung is dominated by 

soft (low energy) photons, as shown qualitatively in 

Pig. 4-2. The figure shows the frequency spectrum that 

results as a particle of initial energy E loses energy 

8 
through radiative collisions in a material . Fig. 4-3 

3 Heitler (1954), p.255. 
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« 

shows the frequency spectrum for synchrotron radiation^. 

The unit of frequency is 

§5. Conservative Scattering 

In this section, the scattering source function Sv 

is investigated. The two fundamental quantities that 

describe a scattering material are the scattering coef¬ 

ficient, og, and the scattering kernel or phase functiont 

K(cos®)» These quantities are defined as follows: 

o ds * probability that a single photon will be 
° scattered in traveling a distance ds, 

K(cos0)dŒ = probability that a scattered photon 
will be found in the element of solid 
angle dß at an angle 0 with the 
incident direction. 

If the phase function K(cos®) is normalized to 

unity, 

j>K(cos 0 )dfl ■ 1, 

the scattering is conservative\ that is to say, no energy 

is lost in the scattering process. For nonconservative 

scattering, 

|k(cos <&)dß * wQ< 1, 

where U0is called the albedo for single scattering. 

^Jackson (1962), p. 487. 
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In order to obtain the scattering source function, 

the scattering kernel must be expressed in terms of 

arbitrary incident and final directions in the particular 

coordinate system being used: 

K(cos0) - Kiu.u’), (5-2) 

where * cos® . When the scattering kernel is ex¬ 

pressed in this way, the scattering source function 

becomes 

Sv(x,y,t) - o8^K(î,î')Iv(*,îit)dn». (5-3) 

Note that since cos®« y^y' ■ y’^y, the scattering kernel 

is symmetric in its arguments, K(y,y’) ■ K(y',y), and 

if K(cos®) is normalized to unity, then 

^K(y,yMdfl’ - |K(y»,y)dfi « 1. (5-4) 

When the transfer equation is integrated over all solid 

angle , conservative scattering terms drop out. Consider 

the transfer equation (3-1) with the scattering term (5-3) 

è M” + J Mr + (aa+0s)lV " jV + o8ÍK(y,y')Iv(y’)dn». 
J - -J 

c 

If we multiply by dfl and integrate over all solid angle, 

the scattering source function becomes 

o8jjK(y,y')IV(y')dn'dfl . a8jlv(y')dß\ 

because of the second relation in (5-4). The scattering 

terms on both sides of the equation are the same and 

therefore cancel. 
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ofiv(î)dn . ô8jiv(î’)dn'. 

The total radiation scattered out of the field is Just 

equal to the total radiation scattered into the field 

from all directions. 

The scattering coefficients and phase functions for 

several different scattering processes are shown in 

Table II. An excellent reference on the scattering of 

radiation by small particles is that of van de Hulst 

(1957). Electron scattering is of special interest in 

high temperature (x-ray) problems and is considered 

specifically in Chapter II. 

The theory of the scattering process gives the phase 

function in the form K(cos#). For use in the transfer 

equation, the phase function must be expressed in the 

form KivijU*). FO1" example, consider Rayleigh's phase 

function for scattering in either plane or spherical 

geometry as shown in Fig. 5-1. The cosine of the scat¬ 

tering angle must be expressed in terms of the direction 

cosine y and the azimuth angle 4»» This can be done by 

means of the addition theorem for Legendre functions,10 

P¿(cosO) * ' ) + 2 f 
k® 1 

(5-5) 

For £=1 the addition theorem gives 

cos® = yy' + *2 cos (¢-41) 
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PIO. 5-lb K(cos«) = j|¡rí1+cos 

PIG. 5-ia Rayleigh's Phase Function 
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and Rayleigh's phase function becomes 

K(u,<J>;y' ,<(>') * ^11 + [vjy' + 

1 + y2y,2+(l-u2)(l-u'2)cos2(<^-^') 

+ 2yy ' ✓ /377? cos((|)-4) ' )|. (5-6) 

In both plane and cylindrical geometry, there is 

symmetry about the azimuth angle ¢, and we may integrate 

over that part of the solid angle, 

dft = sin0 d8d(J> = -dyd<|>o 

'l_y¿ ^i-y.2 cos(0> --)]2} 

In either plane or spherical geometry, the scattering 

source function becomes 

f 1 
Sv(r,y,t) - 0 K(y,y’)Iv(r,y',t)dy', (5-7) 

il 

where 

K(y,y') = l+y'2y2+|-(l-y2)(l-y'2)j 

* îïï [ (3-H2) + (3|l2-l)r2] • 
(5-8) 

Recall that the scattering kernel is symmetric, and 

therefore y and y' can be interchanged in (5-8). 

§6. Linear and nonlinear Probleme 

In the linear problem of radiative transfer, the 

emitting and absorbing properties of the material are 

given. A typical example of a linear problem is the 

transport of If-rays through reactor shields. The 

radiation does not deposit enough energy in the shield 



TABLE II 

Properties of Typioal Saaturing Proa«»«. 

Rayleigh Scatter¬ 
ing by a Dielec¬ 
tric Sphere In 
Long Wavelength 
Limit* 

MirK(cos») - |-(l+cos2e) 

Scattering by a 
Conducting Sphere 
in Long Waver 
length Limit 

Colloidal Scat¬ 
tering 

Thompson Scat- 
;ering by Free 
electrons at 
lest“ 

4itK(cos®) ■ 

|.(l+cos2«)-|cos® 

4itK(cos9) * 

tJ^(l+x cos#) 

iH1 

4ttR(cos#) ' 

^-(1+008¾ ) 

10^6 
"T0 

8ti e_w 
“T "TT^ j m¿cH 

Coppton Scat¬ 
tering by Free 
Electrons at 
Rest® 

4ttR(cos#) 

j-(1+008¾) 

l+«( 1-cos#)] ” 
; <2(1-CQ8#)2 

1+ ( 1+008¾ ) Ll+«( 1-COS#)J 

8 4 
8v _M 
me 

Herd Rayleigh (1871). (o - polarizability. N - 
particles/unit volume) 

^Jackson (1962). p. 569. (a - radiu. of sphere. 1 ■ 
wavelength) 

■ c,Van de Hulst (1957)* 

^Heitler (1954), p. 31*» 2x 

eHeitler (195^ P- 219. «* - ko vo» U « me ) 
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to alter its thermodynamic state and hence its absorbing 

1 

* 
i 

properties. 

In the nonlinear problem, the state of the material 

depends on the temperature and must be obtained as part 

of the calculation. A problem of this type results when 

the radiation field carries so much energy that it con* 

trois the thermodynamic state of the material and drives 

the hydrodynamic motions. 

In this section, the basic equations for the non- 

problem are given, assuming local thermodynamic 

equilibrium and conservative scattering. The equation 

of transfer is 

(6-1) 

The temperature at any point depends on the history of 

energy exchange between the material and the radiation 

field. When the transfer equation is integrated over all 

solid angle and frequencies, the energy equation is ob¬ 

tained, 

In this equation, E and $ are the-frequency integrated 

energy density and energy flux density. The middle term 

is the difference at any point between the rates of 

absorption and emission of radiant energy by the material. 

1 

* 
i 
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This term is therefore equal to the net rate at which 

energy is being supplied to the material from the 

radiation field. 

The energy taken up by the material goes into two 

forms, thermal energy and hydrodynamic motions. The 

thermal energy density in the material is given by the 

equation of statet 

Em(T) - P =„ T, (6-3) 

where p is the mass density and cv the specific heat. 

In general, cv will be a complicated function of temper¬ 

ature, depending on the relative number of bound and 

free electrons and the chemical composition of the material. 

Specific forms for cv and the hydrodynamic work term dW/dt 

will be considered in Chapters II and III. In discussing 

the radiative transfer problem, it is often convenient to 

neglect the effects of mass motion for simplicity. In 

such cases, dW/dt is omitted from the energy equation (6-2). 

In summary, the radiative transfer problem for LTE 

and conservative scattering is described by the following 

set of basic equations: (1) the equation of transfer (6-1) 

together with the appropriate boundary and initial con¬ 

ditions, (2) the energy equations (6-2), expressions for 

the cross sections and scattering kernel (as discussed in 

Chapter II), (3) the equation of state (6-3), and (4) the 

equations of mass motion (as discussed in Chapter III). 
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§7. Approximate Formulations 

In this section, we consider some of the simplifying 

approximations that can sometimes be applied to the full 

transfer equation in nonlinear problems. 

(a) Gray Body Approximation. When the interaction 

cross section of any material is independent of frequency, 

that material is called a gray body. Materials of prac¬ 

tical interest seldom show this characteristic. However, 

when the conditions of a problem are such that the fre¬ 

quency spectrum is known approximately, a frequency aver¬ 

aged cross section can be used. This procedure is called 

a gray body approximation. 

The transfer equation (6-1) averaged over frequency is 

(7-1) 

Two frequency averaged cross sections appear in this 

equation, 

, ÍÍ',('r)gadv 
ôp'(T) 

BV(T)dv 
o 

(7-2) 

where Op(T) is the "Planck mean absorption coefficient," 

and a_(x,y,t) is the "transport mean absorption coeffi- 
el 

cient." The frequency averaged equation (7-1) cannot be 

solved unless the transport mean a_(x,v¡,t) is given, and 
oi 

this is generally impossible without a knowledge of the 

full frequency spectrum Iv(x,u,t). Only in situations 
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where the frequency spectrum is substantially determined 

by the conditions of the problem can the gray body ap¬ 

proximation be used. Two situations of this type occur 

when the material medium is either optically very thick 

or very thin. These two cases are discussed below. 

(b) Moment Approximation. When the transfer equa¬ 

tion (6-1) is multiplied by various combinations of the 

direction cosines (1, yk, etc.) and integrated over 

all solid angle, a series of equations for the moments is 

obtained 

If + f i} + C°a 4to”Bv(T), 

è If + H7 ^ + * °* 
1 w 

etc, 

(7-3) 

The infinite set of moments is uniquely determined by the 

angular distribution of the radiation field, and conver- 

sley.11 Thus, the moment equations (7-3) provide an 

alternate representation of the transfer problem in which 
'Si'K 

the radiation field is described by the sequence of 

functions Ev(x,t), Fj(x,t), Pjk(X,t),... 

Inspection of (7-3) shows that the full set of moment 

equations is generally required, since the equation for 

ÜThe moments determine the Taylor series expansion of 
the Fourier transform of the angular distribution. See, 
for example, Kittel (1958), article 25. 
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each moment contains the next higher one. However, since 

the angular distribution depends less strongly on the 

higher order moments, the sequence can be truncated by 

specifying arbitrarily one of the moments; for example, 

known approximately, the truncation relation is essen 

tially determined by the conditions of the problem. 

(c) Optically Thin Materials. An optically thin 

material is one in which the interaction between the 

radiation and the material is very weak. The absorption 

and scattering coefficients are small, and the mean free 

paths are long. Most problems of transfer in optically 

thin materials are such that time changes in Ev and Fj 

are determined by the geometry and variations in the 

external source rather than by interaction with the 

material. The radiation field at any point is substan¬ 

tially nonlocal> and at points several mean free paths 

from the primary radiation source, the field is nearly 

all in one direction. 

Let us then assume that the radiation is nearly 

unidirectional (the x direction) in an optically thin 

material. The pressure tensor has the form 

Ev 0 0 

pY, * o o o 
Jk 

0 0 0 

Since the cross sections are small, we have 
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(7-4) 
k» 

that is to say, the time changes in the flux due to 

absorption and scattering are very small compared to 

other effects. The second moment equation becomes 

(7-5) 

and the first moment equation is 

(7-6) 

The moment approximation for an optically thin material 

is described by (7-5) and (7-6) together with the energy 

equation (6-2). Note that as o+O, can be eliminated 

from these equations to give the wave equation. This 

represents the extreme limit of an optically thin material. 

Since the interaction between the radiation and 

material is weak, the frequency spectrum at any point will 

not differ much from that of the external source. If it 

is necessary to use a gray body approximation in the case 

of an optically thin medium, the appropriate frequency 

average absorption coefficient in (7-6) is the Planck mean 

(?p(T0), assuming the source to be a black body at tempera¬ 

ture Tq. 

(d) Optically Thick Materials. In the case of an 

optically thick material, the radiation field interacts 

strongly with the transport medium. The absorption and 

scattering coefficients are large and the mean free paths 
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are very small. The radiation field at any point is sub¬ 

stantially looal and therefore nearly isotropic. Radiative 

transfer in optically thick materials is a quasi-equilibrium 

process in which time changes in the radiation field occur 

slowly relative to the corresponding case in a thin material. 

For an isotropic radiation field, the pressure tensor 

is 

ÍEV 0 0 

pjit ' 0 ^ 0 

0 o |ev 

In this case, the cross sections are large, giving 

(7-7) 

The second moment equation reduces to the relation for 

flux in a diffusing medium (Pick’s law), 

_v c,v 3E (7 
pk * "TV 3^* (7 

and the first moment equation is 

+ coV * 4ira^Bv(T) 
a » 

(7-9) 

The moment approximation for radiative transfer in an 

optically thick material is described by (7-8) and (7-9) 

together with the energy equation (6-2). This formulation 

is called the noneqUilibriüm diffuaion fotiwitoation and 

differs from equilibrium diffusion (described below) in 

that Ev is calculated from (7-9) rather than set equal to 

BV(T). 
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If it is necessary to use a gray body approximation 

in the optically thick case, one can assume that the 

frequency dependence of Ev is the same as BV(T), In this 

case, the flux equation becomes 

Pk ■ -| tr (7'10) 

where the "Rossland mean free path" is defined by 

The equation for E then becomes 

|E + y + ccL(T)E - ô-CTÎacT1*. (7-12) 
3t ^ 3xk P p 

The equations (7-10), (7-11), and (7-12) together with 

the energy equation (6-2) describe the gray body approxi¬ 

mation for nonequilibrium diffusion. 

(e) Equilibrium Diffusion, Consider the energy 

balance equation in the form 

'o 

When ov is large, the material heats up rapidly until 
Bl 

Ev = ÍIbv(T) at any point. In the nonequilibrium dif- 
c 

fusion approximation (d), Ev is calculated by (7-9) and 

therefore allowed to differ from ^BV(T). 

When ov is exceedingly large for all frequencies, 
a ^ 

the energy density can be set equal to -B (T). This is 



......i""'»"«-*''«™-"- ... 

called equilibrium diffusion, since the radiation and 

material temperatures have come into equilibrium with 

each other. Under these conditions, the frequency 

spectrum of the radiation is strictly determined, 

making a frequency dependent calculation unnecessary. 

The equations of the equilibrium diffusion formu¬ 

lation are 

M _ c T 3E 
E ‘ aT • ” ” 3 n 

Note that the clifferential font of the energy equation 

(6-2) must be used, since In this approximation the 

difference between Ev and Í£bv(T) which is required in 

the integral form (7-13) is not given by the calculation 
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Chapter II Interaction of Matter and liadiation 

§8. Basic Radiative Processes 

All of the forms of the transfer equation given in 

Table I on page 16 follow from geometry and the conser¬ 

vation of radiant energy. However, the laws of atomic 

physics are needed to determine the absorption and scat¬ 

tering cross sections and source functions. The calcu¬ 

lation of these quantities requires a study of atomic and 

molecular processes together with the quantum theory of 

radiation (quantum electrodynamics). 

In quantum electrodynamics, the atoms (or molecules) 

and the radiation field are considered as mutually inter¬ 

acting quantum systems. As is usual in quantum theory, 

the interaction between an atom and the radiation field 

is represented by an operator, Hint. The interaction 

causes a perturbation that induces transitions between 

the possible states of the collective system of matter 

and radiation. The probability that a particular event 

(transition) will occur is proportional to the square of 

the matrix element of transition probability 

gives the cross section av, and the cross section gives 

the inverse mean free path av for the interaction. 

An excellent introduction to quantum electrodynamics 

is given by Leighton (1959)» Chapters 2 and 6. The 

* standard reference on the subject is Heitler (195^). A 
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useful summary of radiation theory Is given by Condon and 

Shortly (1957), Chapter XV. References on atomic and 

molecular physics are Leighton (1959), Eisberg d96l>. and 

Rlchtmyer, Kennard, and Laurltsen (1955). More advanced 

treatments are given by.Bates.(1962) and Slater (I960). 

a.) Absorption. The principal mechanisms of absorp¬ 

tion of radiation by matter are bound-bound (line) absorp¬ 

tion, bound-free (photoelectric) absorption, and free-free 

absorption. In line absorption, an electron In a bound 

state Is excited to another bound state of higher energy 

by the absorption of a quantum of radiation (photon). The 

frequency of the absorption line Is given by Bohr's rela¬ 

tion, hv^ - En-Em, where En and Em are the higher and lower 

energy states respectively. In photoelectric absorption, 

the electron Is ejected from the atom and goes Into one of 

the continuum of free energy states. Photoelectric ab¬ 

sorption occurs whenever the energy of the Incident photon 

is greater than the binding energy of the atom. In free- 

free absorption, an electron in a free state makes a transi¬ 

tion to another free state of higher energy with the absorp¬ 

tion of a photon. Pig- 8-1 shows the usual arrangement of 

energy levels and the possible transitions. 

Similar processes occur when the material Is composed 

of molecules. Molecular processes are somewhat more compli¬ 

cated because of the extra.degrees of freedom (vibrational 

and rotational) that are present when atoms Join together 

to form molecules. Two Important references on molecular 

spectroscopy are Hersberg (1950) and Penner (1959). 
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Two absorption processes that occur at high (y-ray) 

energies are electron-positron pair production and nuclear 

absorption. These processes are seldom of interest in the 

usual radiative transfer problems. 

b.) Emieeion. Each absorption process has an inverse 

that results in the emission of radiation. The emission 

processes which correspond to bound-bound, bound-free, and 

free-free absorption are line emission, electron capture, 

and bremsstrahlung. The inverse of pair production is 

electron-positron annihilation. A nucleus in an excited 

state can become de-excited by the emission of a y-ray. 

When the allowed energy levels of any atomic system 

are maintained in an equilibrium population given by 

Boltzmann's law (4-8), the emission source function is 

given by Kirchhoff's law (4-10). 

c.) Scattering. The scattering of electromagnetic 

radiation by an atom involves the absorption of a primary 

quantum and the nearly simultaneous emission of a secondary 

quantum in a different direction. If the frequency of the 

primary and secondary quanta are the same, the process is 

called coherent scattering. In some cases the scattered 

photon will not have the same frequency as the primary 

photon. During the scattering process, the atom may become 

excited or partially de-excited by collision or by spon¬ 

taneous emission. The scattering process results in a 

change in frequency and is called Raman scattering. 
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Two special cases occur in coherent scattering. When 

the frequency of the primary photon is much different from 

the frequency of a line (i.e. a frequency of resonance), 

the scattering is calleà. Rayleigh scattering. When the 

frequency of the incident photon is the same as that of a 

line, the process is.called resonance scattering (or 

resonance flourescence). 

Scattering by free electrons is called Compton scat- 

2 
tering. In the nonrelativistic limit (hv<<mc ), Compton 

scattèring reduces to classical Thompson scattering. The 

scattering cross section for.bound electrons (coherent and 

Raman scattering) is small compared to the photoelectric 

cross section and of the same general form as the Compton 

cross section. It is usually sufficient, therefore, to 

assume that all electrons are free when evaluating the total 

effect of scattering by a material. 

Photon-photon scattering has been shown to be negligible 

compared to Compton scattering at the usual temperatures 

12 
and densities of interest. 

d.) Energies and Temperatures, The energy range where 

atomic radiative processes occur can be determined from the 

expression for the energy levels of a completely ionized 

(hydrogen-like) atom: 

- -0.0136^kev, 
n 

(8-1) 

12D.H. Sampson, Astrophys.J.129» 73^-751 (1959)= 



» 

where 55 is the atomic number, and n is an integer that 

labels the energy levels.13 The energy levels run from 

about 0.01 kev for hydrogen to about 100 kev for fully 

ionized uranium. The wavelength of radiation in this 

energy range is obtained from 

E ■ hv 
he 
T (8-2) 

The wavelength X ranges from 1300 A to 0.13Í, where 

ft A 
the angstrom unit A is equal to 10"°cm. This radiation 

lies in the ultraviolet. and.x-ray-regions of the electro¬ 

magnetic spectrum. 

Molecular binding energies are typically several 

electron volts. The corresponding radiation falls in the 

visual and infared regions of the spectrum. 

Pair production and nuclear processes occur for 

energies greater than 1 mev and wavelengths less than 

0.01 X. Radiation thus falls into the Y-ray region of the 

spectrum. 

Material at temperature T radiates most of its energy 

in the neighborhood of the frequency at which the Planck 

function is maximum.. According to (4-5) we have 

hvL,,,,, • 2.82l4kT. 
max 

13The unit of energy is the electron volt (ev). One ev 
is defined as the kinetic energy acquired by an electron 
in falling through a potential difference of one volt: 
1 ev ■ 1.602'10"^2 erg, 1 kev ■ 103 ev, 1 mev ■ 10° ev. 
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If we change the energy units, the Boltzmann constant 

becomes 

k”1 » 11,606 °K/ev « 1.16-107 °K/kev. (8-3) 

Thus, photon energies in the range 0.01 kev to 100 kev 

correspond to emission, temperatures in the range 4-10 °K 
O 

to 4-10 °K. Molecular, dissociation temperatures are in 

4 ^ 
the neighborhood of 10 °K. 

§9* Einstein's Transition Coefficients 

Consider an atom with energy levels En (n*l,2,„.o) 

in the presence'of a radiation field. Transitions between 
’I 

any two states E and E. where E >E . are associated with 
^ n m n m 

the emission and absorption of radiation of frequency v^, 

where 

hv 
nm En - E- m (9-1) 

The Einstein transition coefficients Anm and Bnm are 

defined as follows: the probability per unit time that the 

atom will make a transition from Em to En with the absorp¬ 

tion of a quantum of radiation is 

mn 
B I 
mn 

vnm 
(9-2a) 

and the probability per unit time that the atom will make 

a downward transition from En to Em with the emission of 

radiation is 

* A + B I 
nm nm nm 

nm 
(9-2b) 
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The expression (9-2b) shows that the probability of transi¬ 

tion to a lower energy is increased by the presence of an 

external radiation field. This is induced or etimulated 

emieeion. The coefficient Anm describes the rate at which 

the atom undergoes epontaneoue emieeion in the absence of 

a radiation field. The coefficient gives the rate at 

which the radiation field induces transitions, both upward 

and downward in energy, between the various states of the 

atom. 

Although the spontaneous emission of photons is iso¬ 

tropic, induced emission has the same angular dependence 

as I^ra(x,u,t). When the expressions (9-2) are properly 

nonnalized, they can be considered as the probability per 

unit time that a photon is emitted or absorbed in a unit 

solid angle. In terms of these probabilities, the energy 

emitted by one atom in time dt into the element of solid 

angle dfl is 

« * h'W<Anm+BnmI'"'m><ln dt> 

and the corresponding energy absorbed is 

« ■ •"'„m Bmn ^ ifl dt- 

If N is the number of atoms per unit volume in the energy 
n 

state En, the transfer equation for radiation of frequency 

V is nm 

dl 
.Vnm 

ds VBnml¥nm)hvnm “ Nm BWi ^ hVnm. 

(9-3a) 
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This equation can be rewritten to give 

(9-3b) 

Equations (9-3) give the equation of transfer when 

local thermodynamic equilibrium is not assumed. Let us 

now consider the radiation.field in an isothermal enclo¬ 

sure. Since the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, 

the rate of upward and downward transitions is the same, 

and from (9-3a) we have dIVnm/ds * 0. Under the condition 

of thermodynamic equilibrium, (9-3b) gives 

This expression can be rearranged to yield 

A N B 
run M _m mn ^nm 

I 

or, solving for IVnm, we obtain 

From §4 we know that the intensity of radiation in an 

isothermal enclosure at temperature T is given by the 

Planck function (4-3), 

which gives the following relations for the transition 



coefficients: 

(9-5) 

It is possible to specify the transition coefficients further, 

since we know that in thermodynamic equilibrium the energy 

levels are populated, by the Boltzmann distribution 

(9-6) 

When the exponential in (9-5) is evkluated by (9-6), we 

have15 

(9-7) 

Note that the transition coefficients and Bnm are 

fundamental measures of the interaction between an atom 

and a radiation field. They have the same values whether 

the material is in thermal equilibrium or not. We have 

used the case of thermal equilibrium as a simple way to 

derive the relations (9-7) between the different transition 

coefficients, but these relations do not depend on the 

equilibrium condition. We only need to calculate one set 

of coefficients, for example the Anm* and U8e the relations 

(9-7) to determine the others. 

^See Richtmyer, Kennard, and Lauritsen (1955), p.168. 

15The quantity g that appears in (9-6) and (9-7) is the 
statistical weight”or degeneracy of the level n. The 
degeneracy is the number of different states with the same 
energy E . A degenerate level would be split into g 
different states if the degeneracy were removed by an 
external perturbation. 
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The Einstein Anm coefficient has a useful physical 

interpretation. Consider.atoms in the state E in 
n n 

the absence of a radiation field. The probability that 

any one atom will-decay in time dt is Anmdt, and there¬ 

fore the total number of decays in time dt is 

dN. * N I A dt, 
n n m nm * 

or 
dN 
Tjü - -Z A dt, 
Nn m nm » 

where the summation is over all states m<n. If the 

original number of atoms is (Nn)0, the number at any 

time is given by 

-lAnmt 
Nn - (Nn)0e ” nm . 

We can define the mean life of the state E„ as the time 
n 

required for a large number of excited atoms to decay 

to e”1 of their original number. The mean life t is 

given in terms of the transition coefficients by 

t » (I A„) 
n m nm 

-1 
(9-8) 

The mean lifetimes for the hydrogen energy states are1^ 

n 

7 
3 

5 
6 

Tn(10“8sec) 

"“572Ï- 
1.02 
3.35 
8.8 

19.6 

TÏÏ 
Condon and Shortly (1957), p. 137. 
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The transfer equation (9-3) is valid for any popu¬ 

lation of the energy levels. If we assume that the 

Boltzmann population. (9^-6) is approximately valid in the 

neighborhood of every-point in the transport medium, the 

transfer equation for LTE.can be obtained. If we rearrange 

the two factors that appear in (9-3b), 

Kr* N_B__ ... / %* «% .. \ run n run 
Vm.hvnnT ‘W1"1™!.) 

2 ,hu 
(N B„^hv_m) , v 
m mn nm ^ ^ 

and N B hv 
m mn nm 

A VnmV 
\~^1 m mn nm 

we obtain the transfer equation in the form 

-- (N B hv ) U“6 
ds m mn nm % 

(l-e*hV™/kT)[BV??,-I^]. (9-9) 

Prom this expression, the absorption coefficient is seen to 

be 

'nm (N B hv ) yl—e 
m mn nm 

( —hv /IctN 
yl-e ^ ;. (9-10) 

Thus, the absorption coefficient is a product of two factors 

the true absorption coefficient 

!vnm 
* N Bhv__, m mn nm* 

(9-11) 

and the correction for induced emission 

1-e 
-hv /kT 

run 

,- ., ,. a M è?'- 



When the absorption coefficient is expressed in this 

way, stimulated emission is considered as negative abeorp~ 

tion. The effect of stimulated emission is to reduce the 
-hv AT 

true absorption coefficient by the factor (1-e ). 

The mass absorption coefficient corresponding to (9-11) 

is 

—B hv 
p mn nm y 

where Nn is the number of atoms per unit volume and p 

is the mass density. 

Prom the results of this section, it is clear that 

the number of atoms per unit volume in a certain energy 

state is a quantity of. fundamental importance in calcu¬ 

lating the transfer. of. radiation. Although the Boltzmann 

distribution (9-6) gives.the relative numbers, the 

absolute numbers are needed. The calculation of the state 

of excitation of the material is the subject of the next 

section. The results, will-be occupation numbers for the 

various energy levels, in the atom and the number of free 

electrons per atom. 

S10. Energy Levels and Occupation Numbers 

The first steps.in obtaining the absorption and 

scattering coefficients are to determine the energy 

levels E., the number, of bound electrons for each level n,. 
j J 

(the occupation numbers), and the number of free electrons 

per atom nf. The energy levels Ej depend on the state of 

ionization, since the potential energy function for the 

% 
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atom depends on the extent to which the nuclear charge 

2e is screened by the cloud of bound electrons. For a 

fully ionized (hydrogen-like) atom, the energy levels 

are given by the usual Bohr formula. The energy levels 

for a partially ionized atom are given by 

(10-1) 

electron in the state Ey 8* is given in terms of the 

hydrogen-like atom. The screening constants are given in 

Table III. 

The energy levels given by (10-1) must be corrected 

for the interaction of the bound electrons with free 

electrons in the neighborhood of the ion. The average ion 

has a net positive charge Ä’e, where 

(10-3) 8' - a - In. 
■i J J 

Let aa, be the radius of the spherical region surrounding 

the ion which contains zero net charge; that is to say, 

gi free electrons. Any free electron outside this radius 

has no interaction with the ion. The region of interaction 

is called the ion sphere (see Fig. 10-1). 

1 ^.t c. slater. Phys. Rev. 36, 57 (1930). 
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The radius of the ion sphere is calculated as follows: 

The density of free electrons is 

o free electrons 
Ne = ÃM nf -3- e mu i cmJ 

(10-4) 

where p is the mass density, A the atomic weight, M the 

mass of a nucleon, and nf the number of free electrons 

per atom. The radius of the ion sphere is then given by 

yta|,Ne> 

or a¿ tí 
(10-5) 

The electrostatic potential due to the free electrons 

within the ion sphere is 

2 
3-- <l>f(r) 

g’e 
3 JL- 

^ 2 

In order to obtain the contribution to the energy levels, 

the potential <J>f must be averaged over the charge dis¬ 

tribution -eÿŸÿ, of the bound state described by the wave 
J V 

function ÿ.. With this correction, the energy levels 
J 

become 

2 4 
2 irme 
W 

g’e' 

-a21 
3 - 

TP 
agi 

(10-6) 

where (r2). * .r2Ä is the mean square radius for the 
J J J J 

electron orbital 1(/.. The mean square radius for hydrogen- 
J 

like atoms is given by Pauling and Wilson (1935Í p.144: 

(O a 

•4* l- * 
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Fig. 10-1 The Ion Sphere 
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and if we average over the angular momentum states I, we 

have 

(10-7) 

One further correction to the energy levels is needed. 

A free electron in the ion sphere has a certain Interaction 

energy with the ion and with the other free electrons. For 

this reason, an electron in the ion sphere with zero 

kinetic energy will not have zero total energy according 

to (10-6). We therefore add a small correction to (10-6), 

so that any electron in the ion sphere has positive total 

energy and is therefore, a free electron. With this cor¬ 

rection^® the energy levels become 

2ag» nf 

(10-8) 

The energy levels can be obtained from (10-8) if 

the occupation numbers nj are known. The effective 8s 

are given by (10-2) and Table III} the radius of the ion 

sphere is given by (10-5) with (10-3) and (10-4); and the 

mean square radii (r2)j are given by (10-7). Note that 

with materials composed of a single element (A,8), 8' is 

equal to the number of free electrons per atom n^. In the 

case of a material composed of molecules, each molecule 

having Ng atoms of atomic number 8, the number of free 

10Mayer (19^7), Chapter IV. 
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"V-v 1 » 'M 

electrons per molecule tecomes nf - ZH,*-. For the case 

. . . .--_A a 
Of a single element, the radius of the Ion sphere Is 

simply the mean distance between the atoms. 

in order to get the occupation numbers nj, we must 

use quantum statistical mechanics to find the probability 

that a given level Is occupied. According to Ferml-Dirac 

statistics!9 the probability that a state of energy E is 

occupied at temperature T is 

f(E) 
exp(^r)+ 1 

where u is called the chemical potential or Fermi energy. 

since the degeneracy of hydrogen-liAe levels Is 2J , the 

occupation numbers can be written 

,2 
n 
J exp 

(10-9) 

where u a -ctkT. The quantity o( is not easy to calculate, 

but It Is given approximately by 

20 

2 ( 2vmkT\3^ 0121 

5 iTelirJ Ne 

The expression for the occupation numbers then becomes 

Liii n. 
(10-10) 

e 

where 
„(2irmkT\ 

Q(T) = 2\^~J ' 
(10-11) 

19Kittel (1958), section 19 

20Mayer (19^7), Chapter IV. 
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The complete set of equations giving the energy 

levels and occupation numbers are collected together 

in Table IV. Note that both Ng and Ej depend on rij. 

The procedure is to guess at the nj initially and iterate 

the set of equations until they converge to a consistent 

set of values for n^, Ne, and Ej. 

A more complete treatment of energy levels, occupa¬ 

tion numbers, and the general problem of opacities is 

given by Mayer (19^7) and Cox (1965). A number of important 

papers were presented at both of the Air Force Weapons 

21 
Laboratory Conferences on Opacity. 

§11. Continuous Absorption 

In this section we investigate the cross sections 

and absorption coefficients for bound-free and free-free 

absorption. These cross sections were first calculated 

by Kramers and Gaunt on the basis of semi-classical radia 

tion theory?2 An excellent discussion of continuous 

absorption is given by Chandrasekhar (1939), p.262. 

a.) Bound-free absorption. The cross section for 

photoelectric absorption is given by 

abf (J ) 

abf (J ) 

64ïï4me10 (¾^4 sbf(J) 

3/5 c hJ j 5 (hv) I 

0, 

hv > |Ej| 

hv < |Ej| (11-1) 

22H. A. Kramers, Phil. Mag. 46, 836 (1923)» and J.A. Gaunt 
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London, A??9, I63 (1930). 

21, “Papers of the first Conference, J. Quant. Spectrosc. 
Radiat. Transfer 4, 583-761 (1964); papers of the second 
Conference, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer 5, 3- 

271 (1965). - 57 - 
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TABLE IV 

Energy Levels and Occupation Numbers for a 
Single Element (A,£) 

1. Occupation numbers: 

G(T) = |p(27rmkT)^, 

2. Number of free electrons: 

n, - r, free electrons nf * 2' - g - Enj -^¡j-, 

Ne = ÃMnf free electrons 

cm^ 

M » atomic mass unit, 

3. Energy levels: 

2 *( 
2tt me 

J2 (?) 2 X + 
4. 

h- \o # g 

Effective nuclear charge: 

3-^ 
a¿ 

+ 1 
5 ^ã77 

*j -g -jjnk °jk+ 
°Jk “ screening constants in Table III, 

5. Radius of ion sphere: 

a, ;■ - (üi I;) ,\V3 

6. Mean square radius of electron orbital: 

2 
(r ) 

a. 

il 
^ / \ 2 

(öj ) 
first Bohr radius. 

ar 
l1+#} 
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In this expression g^j.(J ) is the ffa«nt factor for the 

level J. The Gaunt factor corrects the semi-classical 

23 
result for quantum effects and is given approximately by 

gbf(J) * 1 - 0.1728 
é 

(11-2) 

2 4 3 
where R is the Rydberg ojanatífcntuR = 2ir me /ch ■ 0.0136 key/h. 

The Gaunt factors are small corrections and can often be 

neglected. The cross section (11-1) is given in cm /elec¬ 

tron. When the constants are evaluated, the result is 

a£f(J) 8.19 

(g*) 

10-50¾ 
r 

Sbf(j) 2 
cm_ 
electron* 

(hv in ergs) 

or a£f(J> 1.99*10 

(a*)' 
-23 { i} Sbf ( J ) cm 

J (hv) 
3 electron* 

(hv in kev.) 

Note that the cross section for an electron in the 

energy level Ej is zero unless hv >. |Ej|. Only if the 

radiation has enough energy to remove an electron to the 

continuum, can that electron contribute to photoelectric 

absorption. The total-photoelectric cross section will 

be given by 

a bf 
Z nj abf(j ), |Ej|. i hV. (11-3) 

In (11-3) n. is the number of electrons in level j, and 
J 

the sum extends only over those levels for which the 

H. Menzel and C. H. Pekerii, Royal Astronom. Soc. 
Monthly Notices 77 (1935)* 
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ionization energy |Ej| is less than the radiation energy 

hv. The cross sections for different levels are shown in 

Fig. 11-1. 
2 

The total cross section.. (ll*-3) Is given in cm /atom, 

since we have summedover all bound electrons. The 

photoelectric absorption coefficient is then given by 

°bf ' ãS £ nj abf(J) ^ 

Q 

where p/AM gives the number of atoms/cm . The absorption 

coefficient is more conveniently expressed in the form 

°bf *p Dk a",r3> <u'1,a) 

where k is given by 

Kl *hv ( lEk+il> 

and . cu 4 10 J 
1 64tt me r 

Dk ■ ÃR ÎTfTh5 J*k 
(ll-4b) 

The sum in (ll-4b)starts at k, the first level for which 

hv is greater than the ionization energy, and extends 

up to some maximum value J. Since the contribution of 

the higher levels falls off as (hv)'it is usually 

sufficient to terminate the sum;.at J * 5 or 6. 

It should be noticed that the absorption coefficient 

depends strongly on the temperature through n^ and *• 

because of ionization. The positions of the edges 

|E J are temperature dependent as well. The form of 

the absorption coefficient is shown in Fig. 11-2. The 

K, L,... edges represent the ionization energies for the 
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Pig. 11-1 Photoelectric Cross Sections for Bound Electrons 
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Shells. Actually the L, M,... edges have a fine K I L y « « « 

structure, as shown in Pig. 11-3» due to the different 

binding energies of the angular momentum subshells. The 

corrections for the subshells, are small and have been 

ignored in the relation, for the energy levels (10-1). These 

corrections arise from relativity and spin-orbit coupling. 

b.) Free-free absorption. The cross section for 

free-free absorption is given by 

a 
l6ir2e6h2 * - - Ne (S')2 g 

ff * 3/3 c (2irm)^ ÆT (hv)3 
(11-5) 

where N is the number of free electrons per unit volume, 
e 

and a=,:e is the effective charge of the ion as seen by a 

free electron: 

2' - a - Z n., 
3 J 

Ne - ãI*'- 

The free«free Gaunt factor is given by Menzel and Pekeris as 

gff s 1 + 0.1728 
Ría*)2, 

'A 
1+2Hv' (11-6) 

2 
The cross section (11-5) is given in cm /atom. When the 

constants are evaluated, we find 

a 
ff 

1.26*10 
-78 N 

ÆT (hv) 

(a*)2 cm2 
3 gff atom* 

(hv, kT in ergs) 

or a ̂  - 7.68*10“^8 Ne (S-’ )2 
ff 

cm 

,W to)1 gff atom' 
(hy, kT in kev) 
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where in both expressions N is.the number of free 

3 
electrons per cm. 

Free electrons contribute to the absorption coefficient 

at all frequencies. The relative importance of bound-free 

and free«»free absorption depends on the state of ionization. 

At low temperatures, there are very few free electrons, 

and bound-free absorption dominates. At very high tempera¬ 

tures, most electrons are free, and free-free absorption 

is dominant. However, for. heavy elements free-free absorp¬ 

tion is usually muuh smaller than photoelectric absorption 

for the usual range of temperatures. 

The absorption coefficient is obtained by multiplying 

(11-5) by the number of atoms per unit volume: 

fl^f - P Df (hv)’3. (11-7») 

where 
1 «l6iT2e6h2 Ne ,,^2 

™ 3/3 o(2.») /CT ( ’ 8fr- 
(ll-7b) 

The total coefficient of continuous absorption is 

o,v - p (Dk+Df) (hv)“3, 

Recall that this is the true abaorption coefficient, and 

it must be corrected for induced emission for use in the 

transfer equation (see §9)! 

ov - p(Dk+Df) (l-e“hv/lcT) (hv)“3. (11-8) 

The coefficients of continuous absorption, corrected for 

induced emission, are summarized in Table V. 
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TABLE V 

Coeffioiente of Continuous Absorption 

1. Bound-Free Absorption: 

„v „ n ,, -hv/kTx /. s-3 
abf “ P Dk ) (hv) 

tfkl ¿hv < lEk+il 

1 eHirVe10 J OHTT me V _ (3?) _ ,, N 

k'™3/3oh3 Jk Í -,^'8bf(J), 

2. Free-Free Absorption: 

o£f = p Df (l-e"hv/kT) (hv)”3 

T-N _ 1 loir en e fn,\2_ 
Df JM J Sff» 

3/^ c(2tm)3/2 ÆT 
»ff1 

3. Gaunt Factors: 

gbfCJ) “ J 

gff - i + o. 

4. State of Ionization: 

R(3«)¿,t 
- 1 * , 

* 

nj» Ne, 3J, Ej given in Table IV. 
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... . . 

§12. Line Absorption 

In the semi-classical theory of line absorption, a 

bound electron in a periodic Bohr orbit behaves as a 

classical harmonic oscillator. The classical oscillator 

can emit and absorb radiation in a narrow spectral line. 

The classical theory of line absorption is described by 

Woolley and Stibbs (1953), Chapter VI, and Ambartsumyan 

(1956), Chapter 11. 

The classical cross section for line absorption is 

„v .fei) jlo/ail-- cm2/atom, (12-1) 

1 ' (v-‘»0)2+('f0/,l»)Z 

where v0 is the frequency of the center of the line, and 

8it2e2vn2 (12-2) 

is the natural line width. The natural line width is a 

result of radiation damping as shown by Heitler (195^), 

p. 32. In addition to the natural width, a line profile 

is broadened by collisional damping. A classical radia¬ 

ting oscillator is "quenched” when it exchanges energy by 

collisions. The effective width is then i • , 

where 

\ - o0^. (12-3) 

In this expression, Te is the mean time between collisions, 

o0 is the cross section for collisions, V is the mean 

velocity of the atoms, and N is the number of atoms per 

unit volume. Lines are also broadened by the interatomic 

stark effect that results from the electric fields of 



neighboring ions. 

So far we have discussed only the absorption cross 

section for a classical oscillator. The corresponding 

quantum mechanical treatment of an atom gives a similar 

result except for a correction factor f called the 

oeoillatov strength. The cross section for line absorp¬ 

tion by an atom is 

a 
V 

(—) Vmc / 
nf/^) cm 

7 \2\/4,u \2 atom (V-O +(7/½) 
(12-4) 

where Y= lo+Z/tt wlth given by (12-3). 

In order to determine the oscillator strength, we 

calculate the total energy of all frequencies absorbed in 

a cylinder of length ds that contains N classical oscil¬ 

lators per unit volume: 

dW - Nds (—) Vmc J 
(7/4ïï)Ivdfl 

(v-v0)2+(7/4Tr): 
o 

dv. 

If we assume I « I 0 over the line profile, the integral 

gives 

dW - Nds (5fV0dß- (12-5) 

From the discussion in §9, we see that this result can 

also be written 

V 

dW - Nds BI nmdft hv , (12-6) 
m mn nm' 

where v * v , the frequency of the line. The oscillator 
nm o 

strength can now be obtained as the number of classical 

oscillators that produces the same absorption as Nm 

quantum atoms, Nm * Nf. From (12-5) and (12-6), we have 
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# 

ÏT ° I/I 0mnhvnm “ fmn* 
m ice 

Prom (9-7) and (12-2), the oscillator strength for ab¬ 

sorption can be expressed In terms of the Einstein co¬ 

efficient by 

°n 

W0 Sra 

R 
mn 

A , 
nm' 

(12-7a) 

where E > E . and the oscillator strength for emission is 
n m 

(12-7b) 

Oscillator strengths for hydrogen-like atoms are calca 

lated by Menzel and Pekeris, op. oit. 

Prom the uncertainty relation AE At ''»K, we know 

that the breadth of a spectral line is associated with 

the level width AE and hence the lifetime of an excited 

state. 

In addition to natural and collision broadening, a 

spectral line is smeared by Doppler shifts from the dis¬ 

tribution of velocities of the emitting atoms. The 

cross section for line absorption assuming a Maxwellian 

distribution of velocities for the atoms is 

where M is the mass of the atom. 

The atomic cross section for line absorption is 

conveniently expressed in the form 

atom* 
(12-9) 
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where b(v) is the "shape factor" or dispersion of the 

line. The shape factor is normalized to unity, 

,00 

b(v) dv = 1, 
■ o 

so that the strength of the line is given by Nmfmn and 

does not depend on the shape. The inverse mean free 

path for absorption in the line corresponding to Anm is 

vnm s (lei) N f b(v), U2-1 
\ m c / m mn 

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume with 
m 

bound electrons In the state Em. The shape factor can 

be either the natural (or Lorentz) profile 

bT (v) 
_j/kv_ 

(v"vnm)^ + (',/i]TT^ 

4 

the Doppler profile, 

(12-11) 

(12-12) 

or some combination. 

Oscillator strengths for absorption in hydrogen are 

given in Table VI. Negative values indicate emission. 

Prom this table, the principal lines are seen to be at the 

heads of the series. The higher transitions become weaker 

and closer together and blend into the bound-free absorption 

edge as shown in Pig. 12-1. The effect of the large number 



» 

f 
«I« 

Fig. 12-1. Comparison of Absorption Processes 

\rv 

Fig. 12-2. Absorption Coefficient for Uranium 

at T = 10 kev 
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TABLE VI 

Oscillator Strengths for Absorption in tiydrogen 
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of weak, closely spaced lines is to extend the photo¬ 

electric ionization edge. This .provides a means of 

24 
approximating the effect of theae lines. The total 

absorption coefficient including bound-free, free-free, 

and bound-bound transitions is shown in Pig. 12-2. Note 

that the absorption coefficient varies over 5 orders of 

magnitude. Absorption effects at low frequency are de¬ 

pressed because the higher levels are depopulated at the 

temperature of 10 kev. 

§13. Electron Scattering 

We shall consider only the problem of Compton scat¬ 

tering from free electrons at rest. A photon of energy 

hv collides with an electron and is scattered at an 

angle 0 with the incident direction as shown in Pig. 13-1. 

The scattered photon has energy hv', where 

hv » mc^ ('f-D f hv1, 

? ? 1* ( 1-V / c ; 

(13-1) 

and V is the recoil velocity of the electron. The relation 

(13-1) expresses the conservation of energy for the en¬ 

counter. Conservation of both components of momentum is 

expressed by 

— ■ imv cos$ + — cose, 
C c 

* 
0 » Hmv sin$-£ sin0. 

(13-2) 

24B. Hunt and M. Sibulkin, J. Quant. Spectrotc. Radiat. 
Transfer I. 951-964 (1967). 
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Fig. 13-1- Geometry of Compton Scattering from 
an Electron at Rest 



The conservation equations (13-1) and (13-2) can be used 

to obtain the scattered photon energy, the electron recoil 

energy, and the scattering angles in terms of the initial 

photon energy: 

hv 
“ 1+ C|( 1—COS0 ) 

Te * '"’I1 - l+«(i-oose) 

2 
cos0 * 1 “ ( i+cf)¿tan¿<l>+l* 

] 
(13-54) 

(13^3b) 

(13-30 

2 
where cl® hv/mc . 

a.) Compton Scattering Croee Section* The differen¬ 

tial cross section for Compton scattering is given by the 

Klein-Nishina formula?^ The cross section actually dé¬ 

pends on polarization. However, if the incident radiation 

is unpolarized, we can average over the polarization angle 

to obtain 

arcóse) * 

i+cos2e J L . rf2(l-COS0)2 1 

[l+«i(l-COS0)] l5l 
X « --p 
^ (1-fcos 0)| [l+a( 1-0080¾] 

am 
electron* 

(13-0 

where si* hv/mc^ and rQ ® e^/mc^. The expression (13-0 

is derived in S22 of Heitler (1950. The differential 

scattering coefficient is given by 

ov(cose) * Na arcóse) cm^1, 
a es 

where Ne is the number of free electrons per unit volume. 

250. Klein and Y. Nishina, Ä. Physik ¿2, 853 (1929). 
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The probability that a photon will be scattered through 

an angle 0 in travelling; a distance ds is P * Og(cos0)d8. 

For low energies, 4<<1, it is often simpler to expand 

(13-4) in powers of «Í. To second order, we have 

a (cos6) 
s 

ir2(l+cos20) 
¿ o I*- 2«t( 1-0060) + « 

(i-gose)2(2+cos2e 

i+cos2e 

hv’a hv [- «(1-COS0)+«2(1-COS0)2 ]. oC <<1. 

The classical expression for Thompson scattering is obtained 

when «t«0: 

as = |r2(l+cos20), 

hv’ * hv. 
(13-5) 

The angular dependence of the differential cross section 

is shown in Fig. 13-2. 

The total scattering cross section is obtained by 

integrating over all solid angle, dß * sinO d0d<t>. The 

Klein-Nishina formula gives 

^ - a0§{^[^ - + ’ 

(13-6) 

where a0 - 8,r.2/3 and -= hv/mc2. The total cross section 

to second order in « is 

av a a (1-2^+¾^2)¾ o o 

and the total cross section for Thompson scattering is 

a. - ^ -f-rj- « 6.54-10 
0 3 me 

"25 electron’ 
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Fig. 13-2. Compton Differential Cross Section 

Uj kv 

Fig. 13-3. Compton Total Cross Section 
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The frequency dependence of the total cross section is 

shown in Pig. 13-3. 

b.) Induced Scattering. The scattering process can 

be considered from the point of view of quantum mechanics 

as an absorption followed immediately by emisaion. It 

was found in §9 that an emission process is enhanced by 

the presence of radiation in the final state. Therefore, 

we must correct the fundamental cross section (13-^) for 

induced scattering when radiation is present in the scat¬ 

tered beam. 

On page 46 the energy emitted in time dt into the 

solid angle dft was found to be 

dW “ hv A /l+5^IVnm]dn dt, 
nm nm\ Anm / 

where the second term in the parentheses is the induced 

emission. Prom (9-7) we have 

dW * hv A dß dt i 1+.,° «-I nm) . (13-8) 
V 2HvL I 

It can be shown that the correction for induced scattering 

is of the form [l+n(y,v)] , where n(y,v) is the number of 

photons with energy hv travelling in the direction y. 

Photons obey the Base-Einstein statistics with zero chemi- 

26 
cal potential. Therefore, the number of photons in the 

energy state hv is 

n ’ hvAf . ' 
e -i 

20Kittel (1958), sections 21 and 22. 



From (9-5) and (9-4) this expression can be written 

n N B „ 
m mn 

B ^ 
i nm(í) 

Anm 2hv T 
i nra(u), 

O 
nm 

n nm 

which is the form that appears in (13-8)* Thus the energy 

scattered out of the beam Iv(u) into the direction y is 

enhanced by the factor 

2 
[l+n(y’,v')] 1+- rV (tm (13-9) 

2hv*3 

over that given by the cross section (13-4). 

c.) Transfer Equation for Scattering. We can now 

obtain the transfer equation for Compton scattering by 

free electrons at rest when polarization is neglected. 

Consider a pencil of radiation confined to the solid 

angle dfl about the direction tf. This radiation interacts 

with the free electrons in an elementary cylinder of 

length ds. The number of photons that pass through the 

cylinder per unit time is given by 

dß dv. 
hv 

The probability that a photon will be scattered into dft’ 

at f’ is given by 

2 
N dsa„(cos8)dß' 
e s 

1+-£—_ iv (r,y,t) 
9h\)> -3 

where t’tf' = cos0. Therefore, the total number of photons 

scattered out of the pencil per unit time in the length ds 

is 
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NeIv(f,U,t)dn|^cl8 l+~-^Iv,(rl5’,t)j a^(î*î-)dn'. (13-10] 

Similarly, the total number of photons scattered into 

the beam is 

.2 .... 
N. l+-^Iv(r,u,t) 

2hv 
dßds J ^ (^^tt^vH>g,(lt»iT,)dn>. 

(13-11) 

In this relation, we must express the frequency interval 

dv’ in terms of dv in order to combine (13-11) with (13-10). 

p 
From (13-3a), with * * hv/mc , we find 

dv f -(f)2. 
which gives for the number of photons scattered into the 

beam 

N 1+-^-7 IV(r,u,t) 
2hvJ 

dßds Crjp',t)a^(cos0)díî,. 
V s 

The changes in the intensity due to scattering in and out 

of the beam are then given by 

dlv(scattering out) 

-Iv(? ,U,t)Neds {^1+^“7T IV'(r,u’,t)jag(î*u’)dfl', 

dlv(scattering in) 

.2 
^1+-£—^Iv(r,u,t ) j Neds j ^-^'(r^'.tiag’iy'wMdn'. 

The transfer equation for emission, absorption and Compton 

scattering becomes 
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dl . rtvTv . Tv 
3i“ + a1 + 1 

= a B + 
a 

1+- 

„ 2hv 
-tIV (P') ,3 

N a^(y*y’)dß' 
e s 

l+-^Iv(y) 
2hvi 

~IV' (y' )N a^(y*y ' )dß’ , 
C ö 

where av(y-y’) is given by (13-^) and v’ is given in terms 
s 

of v and -U by (13-3a). As discussed in §5, arcóse) 

must be expressed in the form ag(yl,yr,) before the inte¬ 

gration can be performed. For example, see Fig. 5-lb. 

The equations that describe Compton scattering by 

electrons at rest neglecting polarization are given for 

reference in Table VII. For scattering by hot electrons,, 

one must first perform a Lorentz transformation to tire 

electron restframe, calculate the scattering using the 

formulas described above, and then transform back to. the 

restframe of the observer. Scattering by electrons in. a 

Maxwellian distribution is discussed by/Mayer (19^7),, and 

27 
by Fraser. 

27A. R. Fraser, "Radiative Transfer in Moving Media, 
Part II, Purely Scattering, Media," AWRE (Aldermaston) 

Report TPN 78/58 (1958). * n «.4 M 
A. R. Fraser, "Fundamental Equations of Radiation 

Hydrodynamics," AWRE (Aldermaston) Report 0-82/65 (1965). 
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TABLE VII 

Compton Scattering by Free Electrons at Rest 

1. Equation of Transfer 

èir1 ♦ + + í[1+¿llV'(í')] 
ym +[i+¿iv(í;)]{ fi'1'(2-)0^(:,:-ida- 
a 

2. Compton Cross Section 

ag(cos0) 

1_2 1+cos 6 

fr° [1^(1-0009)]5 { i+(l+OOB28) [l+dd-oose eleCtr0n 
1 + 

it2(i-cose)2 

J 
cm 

°s * N«,^, s s s 

cose = yy', 

2 2 
r = e /me , 
o 

3. Frequency Relation 

hv 
hu' " i+W( l-VSsF)' 

< * hv/mc . 
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Chapter III Motion of the Material 

§14. Thermodynamic Properties of the Material 

At temperatures on the order of 1 kev, all materials 

are vaporized. The motion of the material, therefore, is 

that of gas dynamics. In this section, we first investi¬ 

gate the thermodynamic properties of ideal gases, and 

then consider various corrections that apply to real 

gases. 

a.) Ideal Gaees. An ideal gas is described by the 

2 fi 
equations 

pV » nR'T, 

(14-1) 

U = U(T), 

where R* * 8.3166»10^ erg/mole/°K is the gas constant, 

n is the number of moles in the volume V, and p is the 

pressure. The internal energy U of an ideal gas ijs a 

function of the temperature alone. The ideal gas law can 

also be written in the form 

where R ® k/mH = 8.2506«10^ erg/gm/°K, k * 1.3804^10-1^ 

erg/°K is the Boltzmann constant, ú is the mean molecular 

weight (gm/mole), mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom, 

The basic reference is Chandrasekhar (1939), Chapter II. 



and N is the number of molecules of total mass M contained 

in the volume V. 

By the First Law of Thermodynamics, the heat ex¬ 

changed in a quasi-static change of state is 

dQ - dU + pdV. 

As heat is transferred between the gas and its surroundings, 

the temperature changes. The heat exchangeu per unit 

change in temperature is 

dU . dV 
dT dT + pdT 

(1M-2) 

Let ß be any physical variable. The apeoific heat per 

mass at constant ß is defined by 

- 1 /dCA 
:ß “■ M VWp__ gra-0K 

ergs 

ß=const 

For example, the specific heat at constant volume is 

found from (1^-2) to be 

-lid 1 dU 
M VdTAr “ M dT‘ n \UA^v«sconst 

(14-3) 

If we differentiate (14-la), we have 

„R ■ 
pdV + Vdp = M^dT, 

If pdV in (14-2) is evaluated by this expression, 

ar + Mjr • vdP> 

which gives for the specific heat at constant pressure, 

- 1 (dQ\ _ i dU + ñ, (14-4) 
cp s M VdT/n.r —-- M v 'p«const 
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This expression, together with (1^-3)» gives the importent 

relation 

cp ' CV 
R 
V* 

(1M-5) 

or 
R 
W 

where 1= c /cv, the ratio of specific heats. Thus, cv 

can be expressed in terms of R and Y by 

ÏÏT7 
R_ 8.2506*10^ ergs 
317 * y(t-l) grnH’ 

(14-6) 

The equations (14-3), (14-4), .(14-5), and (14-6) are 

fundamental expressions for all ideal gases. 

If the gas is such that cv is a constant for all 

changes of state, the gas is called polytropio. The 

internal energy for a polytropic gas is 

U MCyT LESS. 
gm » 

(14-6) 

const. 

The polytropic equation of state is the simplest equation 

of state for an ideal gas. However, ideal gases are not 

in general polytropic, since the internal energy can be 

any function of the temperature alone, U(T). 

We must now enquire into the problem of determining 

CV Cor ^ through (14-6)] in terms of the properties of 

the gas. Let us assume that we have a mass M of gas at 

temperature T. The total internal energy of this gas is 

U ■ McyT, and by Boltzmann’s law we know that there are 
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I’kT ergs/degree of freedom. If there are N * M/ym^ 

molecules In the system, and each molecule has ¿ degrees 

of freedom, we can write 

U . MCyT - |NkT - Ö I (^T. 

Since R * k/m^ and c^ * R/y(Y-l), we obtain Cy in terms 

of «C, the number of degrees of freedom of the molecules 

in the gas: 

Cy = |r - ergs/gm/°K ’{1^-7) 

with 
•/= 1 + 2/oi. 

The molecules of a gas will have translational, 

vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. We can 

therefore express the total number of degrees of freedom 

as cl * 3 + r, where r is the number of internal degrees 

of freedom. The ratio of specific heats then becomes 

V . 5+r 
7 " 3+r 

For a monatomio gas (r^O, ci=3) 

(14-8) 

i = 5/3 

= 3 R 
'V 2 y 

5 R 

(14-9) 

p 2 y * 

and for a diatomic gas (r=2,«t=5) 

'1* 

1 = 7/5 

5 R 
CV ? y 

7 R 
c « 4- —♦ 
p 2 y 

(14-10) 



Note that the gas will be polytropic as long as / is 

constant; i.e. as long as the number of degrees of free¬ 

dom does not change. If the gas begins to dissociate (or 

becomes ionized), d will change and the gas will no 

longer be polytropic. 

It can be shown that thermal radiation enclosed in a 

cavity behaves as an ideal gas with 1 = 4/3. First, it is 

known from §4 that the energy density of thermal radiation 

4 
in a cavity is E * aT , so that the total internal energy 

in the cavity is 

U = VaT1*, 

that is to say, a function of the temperature alone. 

Since the radiation is isotropic, 

1 4 
p * iaT . 

The "photon gas" then obeys the equation 

pV » M^T = (V-l)McvT - (Y-l)U. 

If we substitute the forms for p and U appropriate to the 

radiation field, we find 

1 4 4 
^aT V = (Y-nVaT , 

which gives */= 4/3. 

b). Ionized Gasee. In an ideal gas, the molecules 

or atoms interact only by elastic collisions. In an 

ionized gas, the electrostatic interactions between the 
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ions and electrons HiUst be included.^ Consider a gas 

composed of a single element (A,S). The internal energy 

per unit volume is 

I - PEb + PEf + KE1 + KEe, (14-11) 

where the potential energy of the bound electrons is 

^3- (W-Ua) 

the potential energy of the free electrons is 

PEf ■ (¾.) 
the kinetic energy òf the ions is 

.-1 ,, o. 

(14-llb) 

KE s 4 ■P- kT. (k- * 11,606 °K/ev ) (l4-llc) 
i 2 pm^ 

and the kinetic energy of the free electrons’ is 

KE. 4 n-kT. 
2 pmH f 

(14-ild) 

The calculation of these ciuantities is discussed in 110. 

In order to calculate the gas law when electrostatic 

30 
forces are present, we use the virí&l theorem. As shown 

by Jeans (1925), section 164, 

pV = |kE + ¿PE, (14.,12) 

which gives for the gas law 

^^The basic reference is Mayer (1947), Appendix II. 

30Goldstein (1950), section 3-4. 
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Pv - (1+nf)ltT - «•“•io'12 I (l) • 

The pressure is then given in termo of density and temper¬ 

ature by 

P ym H (l+nf)kT - 14.1M0“12 ^ (Ä')2' ft)] 
(14-13) 

Note that the internal energy now depends on p as well as 

T, since SJ, nj t 2’, and agt all depend on * pnf/vimH. 

c). Sound Speed. The sound speed in a gas is given 

by 31 

- V ■■(») 

-1 

(14-14) 

where the specific volume v * p , and I Is the specific 

internal energy. For an ideal gas, I * CyT and 

P - (Y-DpCyT « (Y-Dl/v 

and the sound speed is 

c2 * (Y-l)I + (y-l)2I 

« Y(Y-1)I. 

In an ideal ge», therefore, the sound speed is a function 

of temperature given by 

c * v^FTTc^r. (14-15) 

IT R. Lelevier, "Lectures on Hydrodynamics and Shock Waves, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report, UCRL-4333 (1954). 
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If the gas Is shocked, the disturbaría« will propagate with 

the sound speed c. 

In order to obtain the sound speed In an ionized gas, 

we must use (14-14) together with the gas law (14-13). 

This is a much more difficult problem owing to the subtle 

dependence of 8', a¿,, and nj. on the density p. 

§15. Baeio Equations in Eulerian Form. 

The state of the material is described by four vari¬ 

ables: the pressure p, the density p, the velocity u, 

and the temperature T. The equations that control these 

variables are the equation of state, the continuity equa¬ 

tion, the momentum equation, and the energy equation. We 

shall first consider these equations in the absence of a 

radiation field. The derivation of the basic equations 

can be found in many books, for example, Knudsen and Katz 

(1958), and Harlow (I960). 

a). The Equation of State. The equation of state 

for a gas is a functional relation between the pressure, 

density, and temperature. As discussed in |14, the equa¬ 

tion of state for an ideal gas is 

P - SpT. (15-1) 

and the equation of state for an ionized gas is given by 

(14-13). 

b). The Continuity Equation. Except at energies 

where pair production and nuclear reactions occur, the 
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total mass in any hydrodynamic system is a constant. The 

system, therefore, must obey the continuity equation 

+ V•(pu) « 0. (15-2) 

In this equation, 3p/3t gives the rate at which mass In 

any elementary volume is increasing, and -V»(pu) gives the 

net flux of mass into the elementary volume. 

c). The Momentum Equation. The equation expressing 

the conservation of momentum is 

pÍf = - Vp + V*t + Î, (15-3) 

where ? is any gravitational or electrodynamic force 

density, t is the viscous stress tensor, and p is the 

pressure. The expression (15-3) is Newton’s law of motion 

for the flow of a fluid with viscous shearing stresses. 

If g is the gravitational acceleration at any point, 

the force density is ? “/og. If p is the net electric 
o c 

charge of an ionized fluid at any point, the electro¬ 

magnetic force density is given by î0 ■ pÄ(f+—uxê). 

Viscosity is the frictional effect that arises when 

two adjacent layers of fluid move relative to each other. 

The shearing force per unit area is proportional to the 

velocity gradient 

V r ..du 

where p is called the coefficient of vieooeity. The c.g.s. 

unit of y is the poise, where 1 poise ■ 1 erg-sec/cm^. 
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term in the energy equation must be replaced by the ap¬ 

propriate radiation terms. The equations of hydrodynamics 

in the presence of a radiation field are considered in §17. 

§16. Baeio Equations in Lagrangian Form 

There are two alternate descriptions of hydrodynamics, 

both of which were conceived by Euler. In the Eulerian 

repreeentationt the fluid is described as it appears to 

an observer fixed in an arbitrary external reference 

frame. In the Lagrangian representation, the fluid is 

described as it appears to an observer moving with the 

fluid at each point. 

Imagine the ocean dotted with many islands, each 

with an observer. Imagine further that there are many 

rafts floating at rest with respect to the water and 

carried past the islands by the ocean currents. The men 

on the islands are Eulerian observers; they sample the 

temperature and density of the ocean at each fixed refer¬ 

ence point as a function of time. The men on the rafts 

are Lagrangian observers; they sample the changing pro¬ 

perties of the ocean at each reference point at rest With 

respect to the water. 

The Lagrange coordinates are labels or indices at¬ 

tached to particles in the fluid. The most convenient 

labeling scheme is to take the Lagrange coordinates as 

the initial positions of the particles, rQ s r(t*0). 



a). Lagvangian Equations in Two+Dimensions. Let us 

consider the transformation to the Lagrangian description 

for the case of two-dimensional flow in rectangular co- 

•34 
ordinates. The Eulerian coordinates are (*,y), and the 

Lagrangian coordinates are (x0,y0). The transformation 

between the two representations is 

x “ x(x0»yo) 

y “ ytvV- 

In the Eulerian frame, the velocities are 

(16-1) 

u 

--(11) 

x.y »const., 
0 ' 0 * 

x.y »const. 
0*0 

Tfhe transformation (16-1) can be inverted to yield 

xo * xo(x»y) 

y0 * yo('x»y)- 

By the rules of implicit differentia’tion we have 

(16-2) 

8Xo . 
w 

where the Jacobian for the 

1 3x 3yo 1 3x 

transformation is 

(16-3) 

—ÏTJ- 
The case of cylindrical coordinates is considered by 

D. Schulz, "Two Dimensional Lagrangian Hydrodynamic Dif¬ 
ference Equations," Chapter I in Alder, st.al. (1964). 
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»in.»»P«.... 
^!IZíEâLS1IZ_!_!!!5ê? 

..... 1 

Í2L_ l£_ 
3xo 3xo 

(16-4) J » 

3x 3y 

^0 3yo 

Notice that the total time derivative of any quantity 

in the Eulerian frame, 

is the sum of two terms. The first term gives the intrin¬ 

sic time variation of A(r,t), and the second arises from 

the nonhomogeniety of the field encountered by an observer 

moving with velocity u. The total time derivative in the 

Eulerian frame is, therefore, the same as the partial time 

derivative in the Lagrangian frame, 

(A\ = (-1) . (16-5) 
'dt'Eulerian 3t/xoy0 

Consider now the continuity equation. In the Eulerian 

system we have 

+ u*Vp + p7*u * 0 

ff + = °- 
or 

The first term can be transformed by (16-5). The second 

term can be written 
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The continuity equation in Lagrangian coordinates is 

The expressions (16-5) and (16-6) are the two fundamental 

connections between the Eulerian and Lagrangian descrip¬ 

tions . 

If we divide (16-7) by p and integrate, we obtain 

log(pJ) ■ const.. 

pj * const. 

Since X * x(t*0) and y * y(t»0), J(t»0) * 1. Therefore, 
o o 

the constant of integration must be 

pj * p . (16-8) o 

Note that (16-8) is the solution of (16-7); the two rela¬ 

tions are therefore equivalent. 

Consider now the momentum equations in the absence 

of an external force. In the Eulerian frame, we have 

3P 
3x* 

The pressure gradient transforms by 
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T tf.yl • 

an 3P 3lt° i âp - —° 
ay + 3y0 3y 

l( 3£_ i*. + i£_ 3i_\ 

A 3*0 3y0 3y0 

J (X-P] > 

where [P,y] and [x,p] are Poisson brackets^ with respect 

to X y . The total time derivatives transform by (i6-5) 

giving for the momentum equations in the Lagrange repre¬ 

sentation. 

fl ♦ [p,y] - 0, 

If + A [x’p] = °- 
If we use the mass relation (16-8), the momentum equations 

become 

p0 It+ [p-y] *0> 
(l6-9a) 

p0 It+ = °* 

where 

l«>.y] ■ If: ly: • 
(l6-9b) 

[x»p] 
3x 3p' _ Dp_. 

3xo 3yo 3yo 3xo 

The Eulerian energy equation neglecting heat con¬ 

duction is 

^Refer to Goldstein (1950), section 8-4. 
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P ^(I+I’U'U) + 7* (up) ■ O, 

Ë 

which can be put into the form 

P gl + p7»u - 0 

with the aid of the momentum equation (15-5). By means 

of the transformation equations (16-5) and (16-6), we 

obtain the energy equation in Lagrangian coordinates. 

pd M + p!4 “ 0* (16-10) 

b). Lagrangian Equations in Ons-Dimsnaion. In 

plane geometry, the Jacobian (16-4) is merely 

T « dx 
J 

The mass equation (16-8) becomes 

pdx « •P0dxo# 

the momentum equations (16-9) reduce to 

« 3u . 3 
po 3t + Hr*0 

and the energy equation (16-10) is 

(16-lla) 

(16-lib) 

po lí + Pfr- " 0- (16-llc) 
o 

The corresponding equations in spherical coordinates 

are 

2 2 
r pdr * r p dr , 

oKo o* 
(16-I2a) 
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I 

+ iL- 
31 3r 

O 
o 

o • + ^— (r^u) 
po 7F ^2 3r0 uou; 

o 

0. 

(l6-12b) 

(l6-12c) 

In problems with one-dimensional symmetry, Lagrangian 

hydrodynamics is almost always used. Various finite dif¬ 

ference schemes are discussed and compared by Fromm (1961). 

In two-dimensions, Lagrangian methods encounter difficul¬ 

ties that do not exist in one-dimensional problems. A 

discussion of the relative merits of two-dimensional hydro- 

dynamic calculations can be found in Alder, et al. (1964). 

§17. Relativietio Equations of Radiation Rydrodynamioe. 

In order to develop a consistent theory of radiation 

hydrodynamics, it is necessary to use relativistically 

correct equations of hydrodynamics rather than the Newtonian 

equations. Only in this way can approximations in,u/c be 
/ 

made consistently. L. H. Thomas was the first to develop 

such a theory of radiation hydrodynamics.-3 However, his 

theory was restricted to radiation transport by diffusion. 

A. R. Fraser derived the relativistic equations of hydro¬ 

dynamics in a general radiation field.^ The application 

of these equations correct to terms in u/c is described by 

^6L. H. Thomas, Quart. J. Math. 1, 239-251 (1930). 

37a. r. praser, "Radiative Transfer in Moving Media, 
Part III, "Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (Alder- 

maston), TPN-95/59 (1959). 
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I. P. Grant anci R. Thomas, and the general problem is 

« 
i 

38 

39 
reviewed by B. Wendroff. 

Let p be the density in a local rest frame of the 

fluid when the internal energy, I, of the fluid is zero. 

A local rest frame is a coordinate system in which the 

fluid velocity is zero locally (a Lagranglan frame). The 
2 

total relativistic energy density is , where 

Px = (p+pI/c2+Pm/c2)(l-u2/c2) 1. (17-1) 

••The exact equations of relativistic hydrodynamics in the 

presence of a radiation field expressed in an Eulerian 

coordinate system are as follows: 

(1) Equation of continuity 

(17-2) 

(2) Momentum equation 

du ¿ja ^ 
P1 dt + ‘2 3t 

+ 4ll+ - °’ 
c 

(17-3) 

(3) Energy equation 

dI 
p 3T - r §H!t+ H ' “i? ^v,i' = 0. 

(17-4) 

W- I. P. Grant and R. Thomas, "GARTH-l," Atomic Weapons 
Research Establishment (Aldermaston), TPN-71/61 (I961), 
and "Energy Conservation in GARTH," TPN-15/62 (1962). 

39, ?B. Wendroff, "On the Computation of the Transport of 
Radiation," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report, 

LAMS-2795 (1963). 
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In the formulas above, E, F, and Î are the frequency Inte¬ 

grated radiation energy density, flux vector, and pressure 

tensori I - cvT, Is the Internal energy per unit mass; and 

p is tiie material pressùre. 

in these equations, not all terms are of the same 

importance. We are Justified In neglecting all matter 

terms divided by c2. This Is the approximation used by 

Grant and Thomas In their gray body calculation. Their 

basic equations are 

+ V•(pu) » 0, 

e i - r it+ ($^) - ' 

(17-5a) 

, (17-5b) 

0. (17-50 

The equations (17-5) are correct to term, in (u/c) but 

neglect some terms in (u/c)2. Since most hydrodynamic 

problems are such that u/c ¿ 1/300. this approximation Is 

sufficient. 

Note that the equations (17-5) contain frequency 

integrated radiation terms. If one wishes to do a fre¬ 

quency dependent calculation to terms in (u/c), Lorentz 

transformations of frequency, cross sections, emission 

source functions, etc. will have to be made in transporting 

the radiation from one element of the fluid to another 

element with different velocity. 

-..— 
MUMP 
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§l8. Radiation Hydrodynamics in Flane and Spherical 

Geometry. 

In plane and spherical geometry, the radiation pres¬ 

sure tensor is 

Mf(3P-E) 

0 

0 

0 0 

P-f(3P-E) 0 (18-1) 

where «1*0 for plane geometry, and * ■ 2 for spherical 

geometry.40 The term V«? E^Pjlc/3xic that appears ln the 

hydrodynamic equations becomes in this geometry 

<*•?>„-ÍM*? 

where E - |i IV4U. 

2» 2 . 
M dp. 

The hydrodynamic equations (17-5) for plane and 

epherical geometry in ^the Eulerian form are 

!£ + 7* ( p.u) * 0, (l8-2a) 

du 3/., . ^ \ ( 3P-E) U 3E^^ 9 /p\1 X ^ a ( 
"a! + 9F(VP) + ? r-^ 5?(r F)J + 02 3t 

(l8-2b) 

u 3P 
It 

c 

(l8-2c) 

"iïïï Refer to Wendroff, op.ott., Chapter I, section 3- 
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where u = dr/dt. These equations. c;an be transformed to 

the Lagrangian coordinate frame » l.e. the frame in which 

the fluid velocity is locally' aero. The hydrodynamic 

equations in Lagrangian form are 

dh = pr*dr, (18-3*) 

If - ^ <vF>+1 ^ ■ °* aB*ïb) 

If - jHf+ HU+ ^) *0- (18-30) 
Finite difference approximations for these equations are 

discussed by Wendroff, op.oit. t Chapter III and by Grant 

and Thomas, op.oit. 
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